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Progress on this topic since last year

• Workshop May 29-30th @EMA
(http://www.rd-action.eu/european-
reference-networks-erns/)

• Multistakeholder event: key interest group
is the ERN WG on Research (chair L.
Sangiorgi)

• Day 1 – status quo. Day 2 – Debate

http://www.rd-action.eu/european-reference-networks-erns/
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Q4a. Thinking of your ERN’s 
current plans and priorities 
pertaining to ‘Research’: 
please indicate which areas 
and fields of research you 
believe your Network will 
focus upon in the first 5 
years

5  – Public Health
18 – Epidemiology
18 – TOs Medicines
4  – TOs Medical Devices
5  – TOs Other
4 – HTA

18 – Quality of Life 
5 – Socio-Economic
3 – Social and Holistic Care
6 – Basic/Pre-clinical
3 – Animal Models
14 – Translational 

Under ‘Other’:
3 mention SURGERY
1 ‘’ Gene Therapy
1 ‘’ Prognostic biomarkers
3  ‘’ Diagnostics/Diag Tech
1 ‘’  Radiotherapy
1 ‘’  CPMS

21 
replies

TO = Therapeutic Option
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Q4b. Thinking of your ERN’s future 
plans and priorities (after the first 5 
years, i.e. 2022 onwards): if 
resources were not a problem, 
which areas and fields of research 
would you HOPE to see your ERN 
address?

10 – Public Health
12 – Epidemiology
17 – TOs Medicines
5  – TOs Medical Devices
6  – TOs Other
8 – HTA

14 – Quality of Life 
11 – Socio-Economic
6 – Social and Holistic Care
10 – Basic/Pre-clinical
5 – Animal Models

14 – Translational 

Under Other:
2 - Surgery
1  -Radiotherapy
2 - Gene Therapy
1 – ‘CT on alternative medicine efficacy, 
nutrition, newborn screening, prevention 
test at preconceptional levels’
1 – CPMS
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Q10. What are the 
major obstacles to 
your ERN facilitating/
streamlining/
delivering clinical 
research? 

19 – Lack of funds
7 – Lack of clear opportunities
10 – Lack of well-stratified patient cohorts for 
trials/studies
10 – Lack of regulatory know-how
12 – Uncertainty on how ERNs can lead…
4 – Uncertainty over methodologies 
3 – Lack of appropriate clinical outcomes
2 - Other

Other:
• Brexit
• Lack of admin support
• Terrible model of co-funding within the 

health programme
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Concrete ‘Value Proposition’ for ERNs

• Agreed added value of ERNs for
‘research’

Permanence

Proximity of clinical and research 
spheres

Comprehensive disease coverage

Cross-fertilisation of expertise

Data generation/linkage 
opportunities

Patient involvement

Reputational excellence
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Topic 1/Transversal Action Points: What sorts of activities under the 
heading of ‘clinical research’ will ERNs engage in and how to facilitate 
these?

Revisit the question of ERNs’ legal status & if demand is there,
explore how to create LE

‘Allowing the airplane to fly! Explore robust ways to interact
with Companies, as well as how to avoid a Conflict of Interest

 BoMS CoI statement – being updated;

 work on ‘code of conduct’ great step FW – drilling down to
different sorts of activities that might be ok and might not?

 ERTC ‘Wish-list’, remember…
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Various APs around understanding & utilising what is there e.g. RIs,
EORTC, EJP, c4c

To create a checklist for the sorts of research to which ERNs could
contribute
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Topic 2 Action Points: What opportunities exist under current EMA
structures and resources, and how might ERNs engage with these?

 Interested ERNs should consider joining the EMA’s Stakeholder Database in
order to receive information relevant to their Thematic Grouping

Research WG/each ERN representative should explore with the EMA how the
process of expert consultation might work in practice

Explore and shortlist topics for cross-ERN scientific solutions in the pre-
competitive space to be evaluated by EMA for qualification

EMA offered a dedicated contact point to follow up on ERNs enquires – Networks
should make use of this contact as and when relevant
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Topic 3 Action Points: Identifying concrete roles and recommended 
practices to involve patients in the various types of ERN-related Clinical 
Research

 Establish a TF or WG to analyse strategies to remove barriers and facilitate full
engagement of patients and families, with a goal to replicating some of these
practices within ERNs

 Clarify & share opportunities to deliver training in some of the content of
programmes (e.g. EURORDIS Summer School) –via the EJP

 Consider developing a cross-ERN training event tailored to researchers on how to
involve patients in research activities

 To explore more concretely how ERNs can develop and collect more appropriate
health, clinical and QoL-related Outcomes (including PROs), and under which
circumstances
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Topic 4 Action Points: How can ERNs generate/link/exchange data to 
support the planning and execution of clinical trials and studies?

• To organise a large workshop, involving ERN representatives, 
to help Europe’s RD registry stakeholders shape and progress 
with strategic, complementary plans concerning RD 
registration
• Clarification on utility of registries 

• Many tools and approaches around data…  

• ERNs need to know what support will come from where
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Thank You! 
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Q6. Does your ERN have any concrete tools or resources – developed since approval 
of the Network OR dating to the pre-ERN era- which you foresee supporting clinical 
research (either in the planning or delivery) in future?

• A couple were unsure here – need to do more mapping still

• Others clearly built upon mature research networks e.g. neuromuscular identified specific assets they will 
use

• Many mentioned registries, e .g: 

• ‘Several major registries; a principal focus of the ERN is FAIRifying and aligning these so that they support transversal 
clinical research activity. 

• We already had some established registers and have initiated some more under the ERN

• Several highlighted research databases specifically for the Network: 

• ‘Network-wide research database with ongoing projects listed on the website. Network-wide Core Patient Registry’

• We are constructing through the network website a on-line repository of members, experts, disease coverage, and 
facilities available, participation in CT and research projects that will allow: a) Directly update of contents by experts 
and b) search for partners involved in specific diseases or running research projects in order to engage collaborative 
actions.’
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